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ABSTRACT

The ever-shrinking dimensions of materials, devices, and systems demand a deeper understanding of the
fundamental physics governing heat transport and energy conversion. Meanwhile, as our ability to see, simulate,
design, measure, and manipulate matter at small spatial and temporal scales continues to evolve, the rich
dynamics of various heat carriers offers unprecedented opportunities for understanding, controlling, and utilizing
heat. In particular, phonon band engineering and isotope engineering have recently enabled the demonstration
of record-high thermal conductivities in single crystals of cubic boron arsenide and boron nitride, respectively,
which is essential for the passive cooling of future chips with an ever-increasing power density. In addition, the
engineering of polymer chains has led to orders-of-magnitude enhancement of heat transport in plastics, which
may help cool flexible and wearable electronics. My talk will focus on the performance of and the physics
behind these emerging materials, and conclude with a brief outlook into the future.
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